Reversible logic is expanding grounds with its applicability to various upcoming technologies and quantum computation. Numerous reversible gates has also been proposed for designing logic circuits apart of basic quantum controlled Toffoli and Fredkin gates. A comparative study and analysis of a range of reversible gates from the literature is presented in this paper to obtain an optimal solution for designing these circuits. The gates are synthesized and implemented to obtain equivalent quantum circuits and operating cost in terms of number of inputs, gate cost, quantum cost, garbage output and ancilla input. The comparison is done at two subsequent levels i.e. gates structural level and circuit design level, providing a better solution for designing logic circuits. It is calculated that, basic gates are 50% efficient at gate level and 33% at design level analysis in terms of gate cost, as compared to the most efficient gates proposed in the literature.
Introduction
The breakdown of Dennard scaling has barred further miniaturization in transistor technology. It does not seem to be promising way in the development of small size and low power electronic devices [1] . By the time, reversible logic come into existence as a promising technique to fill up the demands of future generation computation. It guarantees nearly energy free computation by preventing the loss of power in the environment during logical operations [2, 3] . However, the technique can be applied to traditional CMOS technologies but for its excellent and successful results, Quantum, DNA, optical computation are some of the major grounds. The basic building blocks of designing any functional circuits are logic gates and synthesis methodologies based on them. Similar to basic irreversible AND, OR
The breakdown of Dennard scaling has barred further miniaturization in transistor technology. It does not seem to be promising way in the development of small size and low power electronic devices [1] . By the time, reversible logic come into existence as a promising technique to fill up the demands of future generation computation. It guarantees nearly energy free computation by preventing the loss of power in the environment during logical operations [2, 3] . However, the technique can be applied to traditional CMOS technologies but for its excellent and successful results, Quantum, DNA, optical computation are some of the major grounds. The basic building blocks of designing any functional circuits are logic gates and synthesis methodologies based on them. Similar to basic irreversible AND, OR and NOT logic gates, basic quantum controlled NOT and swap reversible gates come into picture. These gates are popularly known as Toffoli and Fredkin gates, which are further migrated into n-I/O gates (n × n gates) and libraries, known as Multiple Control Toffoli (MCT) and Multiple Controlled Fredkin (MCF) gates [4, 5] . The framework of most of the major reversible logic design and synthesis techniques are based on them [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Apart of these basic gates, numerous number of n-I/O gates has been proposed in the literature, which are capable of performing some unique logic operations efficiently [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The efficiencies of these gates and circuits designed using them are governed by several performance measures pertaining to reversible quantum circuits [20] . Number of wires, gate cost, quantum cost, garbage output and ancilla input are the common parameters which are used by most of the researchers to justify the operating cost of proposed gates and design methodologies.
From the variety of n × n reversible logic gates apart from basic Toffoli and Fredkin gates, we have summarized nearly all commonly used 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 gates to narrow the research area and critical analysis. These gates are extensively studied and analysed on the top of two level experimentation (gate and design level) for providing necessary results and comparisons pertaining to design, synthesis and testing of reversible logic circuits. Rest of the paper is organised as as follows: Basic definitions, notations and experimental set-up is provided in section 2. The experimentation of considered two and three I/O gates categories are explained in section 3 and 4 respectively. An analysis extracted from the experimentation processes is discussed in section 5 with important remarks and future strategy for extension of the paper.
Basic Definitions and Notations
We follow certain definitions and notations regarding reversible logic circuits throughout the whole paper [21, 22] . A brief explanations are written as follows:
Reversible Gates
A logic function is said to be reversible if it produces distinct output state for each input sate. A reversible gate is one which realizes a reversible function. There will be a bijective mapping between its input and output. Hence, the number input and output are same to maintain the principle of reversibility. Based on some properties, these gates are categorized in three different classes, they are:
• Basic Reversible Gate: Toffoli and Fredkin gates are well known basic reversible gates. These gates are the basic building blocks of a reversible circuits and support k-controllable scalability, where k (= n − 1) defines number of control inputs to form multiple controlled Toffoli (MCT) and Fredkin (MCF) gates and libraries. The control inputs are used operate NOT and SWAP operations of the respective gates.
• Conservative Reversible Gates: The gates which conserve the number of logic 1 s and 0 s at their output are known as conservative reversible gates. This means that, the number of logic 1 s and 0 s are same at their inputs and outputs, for eg. MCF gates.
• Parity Preserving Reversible Gates: The gates in which the total number of logic 1 s in its inputs and outputs are even in numbers, are known as parity preserving reversible gates. Mathematically. XOR of all inputs and outputs is zero. Conservative gates are parity preserving, but vice-versa is not true.
Operating Cost
In the way of designing of reversible circuits, certain measures has been considered by most of the researchers to evaluate the efficiency of their proposed method. These measures are considered in the paper as operating costs of the circuit.
• Number of Input: Since, number of wires and inputs are same in a reversible circuit. Hence, it is defined as the total Number of Wires or Inputs (n) of the circuit.
• Gate Cost: The total number of basic gates required to realize a reversible circuit is its Gate Cost (GC).
